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Abstract - This paper discusses theoretical calculations of the use of a three-component model liquid rocket engine (LRE) In 
the study, we focus on the test phases of the LRE. It is known that engines experience strong tangential and radial oscillatory 
modes more often than longitudinal ones. To simulate this behavior, tangential and radial waves are superimposed on the 
basic model of the mean flow, which consists of a constant uniform axial velocity throughout the chamber by using 
perturbation tools, potential equations and viscous flow. While a potential flow analysis does not predict any acoustic flow 
effects, a viscous solution made in the second order results in the stability of the secondary flow model next to the bastion. 
These axisymmetric, stable contributions to tangential and radial traveling waves are induced by the movement of a 
convective flow through interactions with inertial forces. In this paper we will consider the prospects of three-component 
liquid rocket engines. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In the leading countries, where the space industry is 
developed at a high level on the basis of many years 
of practical experience in using liquid rocket engines 
(LRE), their further scientific and technical 
improvement is promising. Modernization and the 
direct conduct of scientific and technological tests of 
liquid-propellant rocket engines are the main task in 
the space industry. In our work, we focus on a 
number of issues relating to the first stages of testing 
LRE. These tests are a complex engineering structure 
with equipment, equipment, integrated in 
technological complexes. In this test phase, it is 
important to take into account a number of measures, 
such as a system for providing propellant 
components, temporary storage of propellant 
components, etc. In the second testing stage, 
calculations are made of systems for providing 
compressed gas, ensuring supply of compressed 
nitrogen to the LRE process systems. An important 
part of the use of rocket engine in a modern space 
industry is the need for a permanent system for 
monitoring the performance of liquid rocket engines. 
Fuel rocket engines play an important role in the 
space program of the leading powers. For decades, 
due to their advantages over solid rocket motors, such 
as controlled thrust, multiple reloads and more thrust 
[1]. However, compared to solid propellant rocket 
engines, several levels of complexity are needed to 
separate the fuel from the oxidizer and mix them in 
the correct proportion at the right pressure and for 

optimal combustion. This complexity manifests itself 
in thousands of pipes, air ducts, valves and flanges 
that carry all the necessary filling, cooling and 
lubricating liquids. Pressure pipes in liquid-propellant 
rocket engines can be due to many causes, including 
corrosion, pitting corrosion, corrosion cracks, weld 
cracks and dents due to internal or external 
influences. Defect detection and monitoring of their 
growth is important, as this will take into account the 
safety and reliability of advanced spacecraft with the 
installation of these types of engines. 
Numerous non-destructive methods for monitoring 
rocket engine components have been investigated. 
These methods differ from simple methods of visual 
control. Visual checks can be based on estimates with 
the naked eye or even on the use of baroscopes that 
use optical fiber to capture visual images of areas that 
are difficult to reach or to see. Advanced methods of 
non-destructive testing include ultrasound, x-ray, 
eddy current - all this requires disassembling the 
engine for inspection. These methods of non-
destructive testing are usually impractical for real-
time testing of complex structures, especially under 
the harsh operating conditions of liquid-propellant 
rocket engines, such as cryogenic temperature and 
vibration loads. Technical condition monitoring is a 
revolutionary method for determining the integrity of 
structures associated with the use of multidisciplinary 
fields, including sensors, system integration, signal 
processing and interpretation [2]. The built-in 
structural monitoring system of a technical condition 
consists of three main components: sensors of the 
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sensor network, integrated data of equipment for 
acquisition, and software for monitoring the state of 
functioning structures on site. Given the harsh 
conditions and high vibration, monitoring the 
technical state of detecting hidden damage in high-
pressure ships of liquid rocket engines is very 
difficult. In this study, we will attempt to analyze 
systems that can offer a modern solution to current 
problems associated with the evaluation and testing 
of ships under pressure in a liquid-propellant rocket 
engine. 
Competitiveness and efficiency of LRE depends on 
the diagnosis. Let us briefly discuss the description of 
the diagnosis of LRE. 
The diagnostic system actively instructs the 
designated piezoelectric element as an actuator for 
generating and transmitting a preselected diagnostic 
signal to a specific neighboring sensor through the 
host structure. This is done repeatedly for selected 
paths between the drives and the sensors in the sensor 
network. Responses are recorded and compared with 
a set of basic measurements. The change in signal can 
be interpreted in terms of the location of the damage, 
change in size or tangible property in the structure. 
An important part of the system of structural 
monitoring of the technical condition is the correct 
integration of sensors with the structure. Some 
researchers evaluated the performance of 
piezoelectric sensors at cryogenic temperatures and 
various loading conditions [3]. The basis for the 
future use of rocket engine, is the timely diagnosis of 
the technical condition. When diagnosing the 
technical condition of the LRE, you need to pay 
attention to four main observations. The first is that 
the network of sensors can function normally under 
conditions of cryogenic temperature and vibration. 
Second, good sensor signals can be obtained at 
cryogenic temperatures. Third, the effects of vibration 
on sensor signals can be effectively eliminated; the 
fourth, diagnostic systems can detect cracks. Timely 
resolution of current problems associated with the 
evaluation and testing of high-pressure pipes of liquid 
rocket engines. The diagnostic system can be applied 
to all forms of liquid rocket engines, such as liquid, 
hydrogen engines, used by the main engine of a 
spacecraft that uses liquid hydrogen as a fuel and 
oxygen as an oxidizer. There are many intellectual 
problems in developing a reliable sensor system for 
liquid rocket engines. In order to improve the 
developed diagnostic system (technology readiness 
level), it is necessary to further study some practical 
issues, such as: identification of appropriate types and 
sizes of sensors; the interval between sensors based 
on the required detection probability; sensor 
integration and reliability; system integration with the 
structural component; embedded operating 
environment; problems with connecting equipment; 
data collection and data transfer; interpretation of 
data. After the structural technical condition 
monitoring system is verified, it will have the 

following unique features: work on board in harsh 
conditions and loading; inspection of inaccessible 
areas without disassembly; crack detection and real-
time crack growth monitoring; prevention of 
inevitable and catastrophic failures in rocket engines. 
Rocket development is developing in the direction of 
increasing the mass of the payload being put into 
orbit. Currently, a large percentage of rocket engines 
are used on two types of fuels - hydrocarbon and 
hydrogen. The development of a three-component 
rocket engine, improving the energy characteristics of 
these engines, solve several problems. Advantages - 
high reliability, repeated use, the use of fuel in these 
types of LREs is classified as highly efficient [4]. 
Three-component LRE, characterized by the 
following structure - it contains a chamber, mixing 
head, three turbopump units for supplying hydrogen, 
hydrocarbon fuel and oxygen. These types of LREs 
are equipped with three-component gas generators, 
which are combined through automation and control 
units with a first fuel pump and through a second fuel 
line. The turbines of the three turbopump units are fed 
by gas-generating gas through a three-position valve, 
which have properties that switch to different modes. 
Importantly, is thermomechanical analysis and 
optimization of liquid rocket engines. Analysis of the 
interaction of the interacting element with the liquid 
structures of the regenerative cooled combustion 
chambers of rockets, which allows to calculate the 
coolant and thermal conductivity between the coolant 
and the structure of the combustion chamber. In 
addition, the resulting elastic-plastic deformation of 
the combustion chamber under cyclic thermal and 
mechanical stress. The developed solution strategy is 
applied to the prediction of the heat transfer process 
and the thermomechanical load caused by the 
deformation of rocket engines. Based on the results, 
the mechanism of destruction of the combustion 
chamber and its control parameters are identified. It is 
shown that this mechanism significantly reduces the 
lifetime of rocket engines. In addition to the 
conceptual design engineer, the procedure of 
mathematical optimization, based on the elemental 
model of the combustion chamber. This optimization 
method allows the initial construction to be improved 
with respect to an infinite number of design variables, 
so that the stress, plastic deformation or temperature 
levels decrease, and, accordingly, the service life will 
be increased. 
Discussion. Theoretical study of the liquid rocket 
engine. Liquid rocket engines are more economically 
suited for long-range. For long-range missiles, the 
launch vehicle is widely used because of its 
suitability and performance. But when we consider 
long-range missiles, liquid rocket fuels are not 
suitable, since its size and weight are more compared 
to a solid-fuel rocket. Liquid fuel is a combination of 
liquid fuel (purified gasoline, liquid oxygen, 
hydrazine) and a liquid oxidizer (red fuming nitric 
acid, white fuming nitric acid, hydrogen peroxide). 
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Liquid fuel and liquid oxygen are stored separately in 
two different tanks, and a preheater is needed to heat 
the fuel and oxidizer. Rocket engines, based on liquid 
fuel, usually consist of one or more chambers, 
another tank for storing fuel [5]. A feed mechanism 
for pushing rocket fuel from tanks into the stop 
chamber, a power source for supplying power for the 
feed mechanism, suitable equipment or for 
transferring fluids and control devices to initiate and 
regulate flow. The main disadvantage of a jet rocket 
engine with liquid rocket fuel is its design is more 
complex than a solid-fuel rocket launcher. The 
operation of a rocket engine with a liquid rocket fuel 
depends solely on the burning characteristics of the 
fuel, its burning rate, the area of the burning surface 
and the ratio of the nozzle exit area. 
From the above theoretical work, we can conclude 
the following aspects of our study. When a liquid 
rocket engine is in a state of motion, its combustion 
process is controlled, which means it is easy to stop 
burning by closing the fuel valve or the oxidizer 
valve. Increasing and decreasing the speed of 
regulation is possible in a liquid rocket engine. The 
specific impulse of a three-component rocket engine 
with a liquid rocket fuel is very high compared to a 
solid propellant rocket engine. It is also found that a 
three-component rocket engine with liquid rocket fuel 
is best suited for use in the long-range. The size and 
weight of a three-component rocket engine with 
liquid rocket fuel is larger compared to a solid 
propellant rocket engine, because it has more moving 
parts, such as components that are necessary for the 
fuel supply mechanism, pumps, tanks, etc. 
Due to the greater number of components of a three-
component liquid-propellant rocket engine, the 
probability of failure increases. This is a major 
disadvantage in the case of a three-component rocket 
engine with liquid rocket fuel. As a result of the work 
we have done, we have given particular impetus to 
the promising use of a three-component rocket engine 
with liquid fuel. In the future, it is necessary to focus 
on the function of the nozzle, which is to convert the 
energy of the gas pressure into kinetic energy. 
This is due to the fact that after the completion of 
engine operation, high-temperature and high-speed 
gases expand into the nozzle section. During 
operation of the nozzle, the temperature of the nozzle 
also increases. In this case, the nozzle must be cooled 

after operation. In the case of a three-component 
liquid-fuel rocket engine, there remain unresolved 
problems of ensuring multiple launch. Research in 
this direction will be continued. These problems do 
not reduce the prospects for the use of three-
component rocket engines, especially when used with 
liquefied natural gas. 
 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The article presents the theoretical references to the 
use of triple-slip rocket mattresses. The results of the 
stages of the experiments on the rocket-based 
mattresses are presented in the paper. The 
Combinatorial Triangle sees rocket-propelled 
mattresses in developing countries, highlighting the 
rapidly evolving and cost-effectiveness of the missile 
and highlighting the advantages of using these 
matrices.  
The triangle is characterized by the fact that the 
rocket mattresses are primarily monitored by their 
technical condition. The liquid rocket engine gives a 
description of the structural components and notes 
that they have problems with high pressures and high 
temperatures. It provides solutions to problems. 
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